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Good Shepherd-Protea inaugurated
as an independent parish
Page 3
From the Bishop’s Desk

Page 4
New hymns for a new
parish
On Sunday, 6th December, at the Church of the Good
Shepherd-Protea near Kirstenbosch, there was a very
special service conducted by Archbishop Thabo Makgoba, to inaugurate Good Shepherd-Protea as an independent parish, attached to Bishopscourt. He also
licensed The Revd Jo Tyers as priest-in-charge, the Revd
Nobuntu Mageza as curate and Abigail Hopley as a
layminister. Bishop Joshua Louw, the new Bishop of Table Bay, was also present and confirmed six candidates,
Kieron Adams, Saskia Laubscher, Lavern Williams, Liam
Petersen, Mira Govender and Josh Koff.

Page 5:
Off to Cott

The service touched many hearts of those present,
and also those watching by video link, both locally and
overseas. A contribution of note for the service was the
wording of three of the hymns written by John Gardener, aged 90, who is secretary to our now Church Council.

Page 7
Archbishop Thabo’s
Christmas Eve sermon

ups and downs, not least the removal of the people of
Protea Village due to the vicious Group Areas Act and
the closure of the church for regular worship in 1968.
Throughout the years this church has held together the
scattered community of Protea Village. After a successful Land Claim, many will soon be returning to this area
from which they were forcibly removed to establish a
new community.
In August 2000, the parish of St Saviour’s and its chapelry, Good Shepherd-Protea, were invited to become
members of the International Community of the Cross
of Nails, a ministry of reconciliation emanating from
Coventry Cathedral as a result of the bombing of that
city and the Cathedral in 1940.
continues on page 3

The Church of the Good Shepherd-Protea was established by the first Bishop of Cape Town, Robert Gray, as
a place of worship for the freed slaves. The first Eucharist was said on Whitsun 1864. The present church was
built in 1886 with help from the residents of Protea Village, using stones from the nearby Liesbeeck River. Its
links with St Saviour’s Claremont go back to those early
days, with records of the two churches being kept at St
Saviour’s. Good Shepherd-Protea has been a chapelry
of St Saviour’s for many years.
Over the years Good Shepherd-Protea has had many
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CLASSIFIEDS

EDITORIAL

Archbishop’s
Education
Endowment Fund for
Theological Education

The pandemic we are living in has given us a different
experience of time. Our future has become less predictable
which means setting long term goals is more difficult. We have
lived through months of uncertainty and restrictions and have
been struggling to keep up our emotional balance.

Please support the Archbishop’s
Education Fund so that we can
continue to train priests for the
future of our church. Thank you for
all donations received. If you would
like to contribute please consider a
donation.

Vaccines offer hope but life as we knew it, is many months
away, if at all.

A sum of
R1 483 201.67
has been raised thus far.
Bank: Standard Bank
Branch Code:
Thibault Square
Branch Number: 020909
Account Number: 070332428

Editor: Rebecca Malambo
Address:
The Good Hope
PO Box 1932,
Cape Town 8000
Tel: 021 469 3766
(In office Thursdays only 10h00-14h00)

New Year 2021, like Christmas past, is likely to be unique in our
memories as we try to make these moments as tolerable as
possible. To be “all in this together” means we must stay apart.
How do you celebrate and grieve at the same time?

Fax: 021 465 1571
E-mail address:
malambor@ctdiocese.org.za

Cherish the people close to you, live each day as if it’s your last,
slow down your pace and love Jesus with your whole life, and
love Him above all else.
Wishing you a safe and healthy 2021.

Scan QR code with your mobile and learn
more about the Diocese of Cape Town

Love and Light, Rebecca

Archbishop Thabo Makgoba:
Important Guidelines - second wave of the Coronavirus
Dear People of God

shakes and singing without masks is not be- honour the birth of the Christ child in a
ing observed.
manger, we should consider donating food,
school shoes or a stationery pack instead of
• Where possible, we should return to on- buying presents.
line services and Diocesan bishops should
seriously consider requests from parishes • Since the Advisory Team met, it has bewho wish to close for Christmas due to local come evident that new infections are highconditions where such requests are prop- est in the 15-19 age group, so where poserly motivated.
sible the number of servers should also be
Key implications of the report:
reduced for the time being.
• Older people are often those who are most
• Most urgent, in South Africa, all faithbased institutions have to be closed by 9pm lonely in lockdown, but those over 60 and Please read the accompanying report carein the evenings, whether events are held in- have co-morbidities are still the most vul- fully. I am sure you will all join me in thanknerable and ought to avoid returning to ing the Advisory Team for their extensive
doors or outdoors.
services.
and detailed work.
• The Advisory Team recommends that services be restricted to 80 worshippers, where • A vaccine is our best and only defence https://anglicanchurchsa.org/wp-content/
that number can be accommodated while against the virus. We need to participate in uploads/2020/12/ACSA_COVID_Advisory_
observing social distancing of 1,5 metres. advocacy efforts to see that access to the Team_Report_20201218.pdf
Where capacity is smaller, places of worship vaccine happens on a just and equitable
basis.
God bless you.
should not be more than 50% full.
†† Thabo Cape Town
• In South Africa, the latest regulations in We need to support education initiatives
any event limit attendance of a funeral to around the vaccine and call for vaccination
100, observing 1,5m social distancing, or as a common good.
50% of capacity where 100 cannot be accommodated. Night vigils and after-funeral • We need to focus anew on addressing food
gatherings, such as “after-tears” events, are insecurity and other social needs and also
strengthen our response to this is a more
prohibited.
intentional way.
• In some churches, mask-wearing, proper
sanitising and the prohibition on hand- As a mark of solidarity and hospitality to
Please find for careful study and implementation an important report and recommendations from the Provincial COVID Advisory
Team on the second wave of the coronavirus now being experienced in many parts of
our Province.

Job 8:7

“Although your former state was ordinary, your future will be extraordinary.”
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From the Bishop’s Desk
Dear People of God
The year 2020, what a year!
Just when we thought that
the worst of the pandemic
was behind us, we are being hit with a second,
and apparently, more devastating wave. Most
people cannot wait for this year to end and
believe that 2021 will be a better year.

Christ, where are they on our invitation list?

For us as Christians, we still have one important feast to celebrate: Christmas, the birth of
our Lord Jesus Christ.

Some people have lost their jobs whilst others have lost their homes or other personal
belongings to make ends meet. Many people
are in hospital and are not able to get visitors,
our health workers are overworked and are
put under pressure as the numbers of COVID
cases increase.

Churches are normally packed on Christmas
eve and Christmas day services with parishioners who do not normally attend or visitors from out of town. Normally, Christmas is
that day when families get together for family
lunches and fellowship.
The busyness of the year is done, and it is time
to spend with family and friends. Christmas
is celebrated by many people, irrespective of
religion, as they enjoy the festivities of the
season.
Christians however know that there is a greater meaning to the festivities as we give thanks
to God for sending God’s Son to live among
us.
It is fascinating when we see who was ‘invited’
to be present at the birth of Jesus, our Messiah. Not royalty Caesar, or hierarchy of the
Jewish faith, but the lowly shepherds and the
3 wise men from the east. They were invited
to be the first people to join Mary and Joseph,
the angel, and the animals, to see Jesus as he
was lying in a manger.
My fascination with those present is that they
represent nothing which the world will portray as powerful or influential or royal. It rather

It is a different Christmas, so you do not need
to invite anyone to your home, but this pandemic has impacted many people’s lives. We
have all lost family members and friends due
to the pandemic and some of the departed
were the breadwinners of those families.

portrays poverty, simplicity and insignificance.
Yet, it was this important Kairos moment, that
the world is still celebrating, talking and writing about and have invited many people to
faith.
God used the shepherds and wise men from
the east to prove that Jesus’ ministry will be
among those whom the world had forgotten
or ignored.
The shepherds represent the outcasts of the
world and our COVID-19 journey has been
telling the governments and faith communities of the world that we must take care of the
marginalized of our world.
We have become aware of the big margins
between rich and poor and again with the
availability of a vaccine, the rich and powerful
countries will stand first in line to purchase it.
This different Christmas is a challenge to you
and to me, to identify the shepherds and wise
men of the east in our lives. God invited them
as important guests to witness the birth of

Many of our elderly are in seniors’ homes and
might be lonely. Many people are stuck in
strange countries or places. How dearly would
they not have wanted to spend time with family and loved ones, but due to all the restrictions, are unable to do so. This is overwhelming, but we can invite the shepherds and wise
men to our Christmas table.
These might be our shepherds, whom we
need to invite to our Christmas celebration, by
praying for and with them, provide a Christmas hamper, other material assistance that
they might need, or be a listening ear. These
are but a few examples.
The foreign citizens and street dwellers in our
city are the wise men, can we befriend them
and make them feel welcome?
Joan and I want to wish you all a blessed and
Christ-filled and a prosperous and safe New
Year!
God bless!
+Joshua Louw Table Bay

Good Shepherd Protea’s
inauguration from page 1:
The ministry of reconciliation will remain central to the church’s mission
as it assists with the re-integration
of the returning Protea Village community with the residents of the surrounding suburbs.
As recently as 15 years ago the building was at risk of being condemned
as unsafe, due to the lack of foundations and aging infrastructure. A major
fundraising drive and re-construction
programme was initiated, and the
building was re-opened for worship
on Sunday 27th June 2010 and re-

consecrated later that year by Bishop Garth
Counsell. It now stands as a parish on its own,
reporting to Bishopscourt, and ready to serve
the local community both now and for future
generations. - Andrew Wilson

“I can endure all these things through the power of the one who gives me strength.”

Philippians 4:13
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Inspired by circumstance: New hymns for a new parish
Rejoicing, we meet here again in your sight.
O Lord, our Good Shepherd, you give us this
place, A home where we share the rich gifts
of your grace. Embraced by the mountain
and gardens and trees, We see your warm
care and your love in all these.

A little while ago at Good Shepherd, Protea,
we sang the hymn ‘Eternal Father, strong to
save’ and accompanied it with the well-love
tune ‘Melita’.
The hymn is a prayer ‘for those in peril on the
sea’ and it was sung in our Remembrance Day
service. I chose the hymn because the words
were fitting - not only in remembering those
who fought in terrible battles at sea throughout history- but also to those who are currently
in peril on the sea - the thousands of migrant
refugees fleeing war in their own countries by
trying to cross the Mediterranean in the flimsiest of boats, often with tragic consequences.
I mentioned this to one of our parishioners, John Gardener (author of the now wellknown hymn ‘Who will save our Land and People’ amongst many others) and he promptly
composed new words encompassing a wider
range of ‘those in peril’ in other situations.
John also added a new final verse to his existing ‘Good Shepherd-Protea’ hymn which we
sing annually at our Patronal festival.
The new verse was sung for the first time on
6 December 2020, when the Archbishop officially inaugurated Good Shepherd-Protea, as
an independent parish, under Bishopscourt.
I have included the full hymn below.
About this last hymn, John wrote in his preface to his collection:
“Far and away the most widely used has been
Who Will Save Our Land and People? which

was written by request for the mission in
South Africa conducted in 1963 by Dr Alan
Walker of Sydney, Australia. Meetings, widely
publicised and well attended, were held in
Cape Town and Pretoria.
The words were first published in Christian Impact, the paper edited by Peter Storey which
formed part of that mission. Since then that
hymn has been used by many churches and
has appeared – not always accurately worded!
– in a number of publications.”
Thank you, John, for sharing your gift of poetry which has inspired congregations over
so many decades. Thank you that, even now,
your new creations can heal and unite.
Hymn: ‘Good Shepherd-Protea’
First composed 2010,
Verse 6 added 2020
(Tune: St Denio 11.11.11.11)

O Lord, our Good Shepherd, we enter
through you, A door for your sheep, to enjoy
life that’s new, For which we here offer our
thanks and our praise, In Eucharist gratefully all of our days.
O Lord, our Good Shepherd, we join with
your flock, Our families and friends in this
house built on rock. When others we serve,
true ubuntu we show. And grow fully human
through people we know.
Good Shepherd, we ask you to be our life’s
guide, To tend us and send us, and stay by
our side; To lead us, and feed us with your
bread and wine; By your Holy Spirit our lives
to refine.
Now, gifted by God, this communion of
saints, Our Good Shepherd church with a
Bishopscourt heart, Will bring back to Protea a village revived. We pray for God’s will
in this precious new start.
- Colleen Hart

O Lord of new life, for your blessing we pray:
Make holy the joy of this festival day. We
celebrate guidance, we celebrate light;

16 December Interfaith Pilgrimage
Beyond Reconciliation
Beyond Reconciliation was the theme of this
year’s December 16th District Six Interfaith
Pilgrimage, which took the form of a virtual
event. In so doing we were able to enlarge our
footprint nationally.
Yazeed Kamaldien, radio personality and journalist, was our event host and Dan Stillerman
our producer.
Commencing with a “Call to Prayer” to bring us
into the space, then a prayer from the District
Six Moravian Church’s Bishop Augustine Joemath.
Interfaith Minister Revd Berry Behr prayed
,then Cantor Ivor Joffe sang the memorial
prayer for the dead, from Marais Rd Syna-

Proverbs 14:30

gogue. Father Gerardo Garcia from Holy Cross
District Six prayed for those who have died
this year, and their families.
Learners from the Cape Town Interfaith Initiative schools programme shared their interpretation of “Beyond Reconciliation”.
Justice being part of reconciliation we
watched visuals of the original, unified District
Six before destruction. Also a moving meeting
of reconciliation of the late Ahmed Kathrada
and his captor, at Lilies Farm Rivonia, the safe
house of the Communist Party leaders. This
meeting occurred fifty years after the arrest.
We were then taken on an absorbing tour
of the Phoenix Settlement where Mahatma

“A peaceful mind gives life to the body, but jealousy rots the bones.”

Gandhi built his first Ashram, a haven for all
creeds, cultures and faiths. This heritage site,
now a museum and place of service remains
open to all.
Five panellists from the different areas then
spoke briefly to the
theme. Ela Gandhi,
peace activist for Religions for Peace, expressed her grandfather
Mahatma
Gandhi’s ideals and
hoped the legacy of
embracing all with
dignity and respect
would live on.
continues on page 7
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Off to the College of the Transfiguration (Cott)
As I reflect on my journey leading up to this
point, I am filled with deep emotion and gratitude. The words of Jeremiah 29:11 rings true“.

until now, but God moulded and shaped me
in the life of the church and moved my faith
forward in a number of areas that required me
to be patient and to wait upon the Lord. I am
humbled that through this discernment process the Vocation Guidance Council discerned
my call.

For I alone know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to
harm you, plans to give you hope and a future”.
So many changes, transitions and challenges
has taken place in my life and I see how God
has woven them all together to bring me thus
far.
I worked as an office administrator for the
past twelve years at the Rosebank Methodist
Church until the end of November. This context became building blocks for me, and gave
me a good picture of what church and minis- I also served as an Archdeaconry Representaterial life is about albeit in a different context. tive from 2018-2019 within the Athlone ArchIt has strengthened my need to be involved in deaconry Council.
my local parish around common practices.
It took me a long time to surrender to the proIn 2004 we moved to Lansdowne and St. cess of discerning my calling that started back
Aidan’s became our home parish ever since. in 2009. Over the next months of 2016 I was
My involvement in parish life started with the wrestling with God regarding the reality of
Welcome committee and the Outreach team my call and I counted myself unworthy and
on Sunday evenings that led to the Prayer min- thought I didn’t have anything to offer.

In the beginning of 2020 I left my home parish
for the year. I had an enriching year of observation and ministry as an ordinand in the placement parish of St. Dominic’s, Hanover Park and
thankful to the leadership and people for their
encouragement, support and overwhelming
generosity and love expressed during my time
with them.
I am thankful to my family, friends, home parish and leadership, mentors, all those who
have been part of my journey, who shared
their wisdom and who continue to pray for me.
I anticipate my studies will assist me to develop a fresh understanding of ministry, church
and community within the seminary context.

As I prepare to leave for College of The Transfiguration I am trusting God for the next step
I entered Fellowship of Vocation (FOV) in 2017 into my future.
I was licensed as Lay minister on 21 February and for the next 2 years I have been learning
2016 and served on the Parish Council since lessons about surrendering, obedience and - Amanda (Mandy) Le Bruyns
2017 and given the portfolio of Evangelism. trusting God more.
During this time I became a Bible study facilitaI faced many challenges and opposition up
tor in the parish.
istry.

I am grateful for the experience, exposure,
knowledge, skills, relationships, and guidance
I received in serving as the youth coordinator.
I want to express my gratitude to the family of
Good shepherd, my placement Parish. Thanks
too that I could be part of the rich diversity
that the church has.
Thank you to each one for accepting me for
who I am. Thanks for your support and guidance during my placement. I enjoyed every
moment of it.

My chapter of serving the Diocese of Cape
Town as Diocesan Youth coordinator has come
to an end, and what a challenging, yet awesome one it was.
I always had a love for serving the wider community and especially young people as a
young person, and if you had asked me 9 years
ago if I planned to serve in full-time ministry,
my answer would have been a big no.

I am going to miss my Cape Town family,
the young people, the leaders, my mentors’
friends and family, and my Cape Town home
I had my plans, but God had a different plan for
Parish, All Saint Plumstead, as well as All Saints
me. After the church discernment on my callBredasdorp, and every one the part a part in
ing, coming 2021 I start a new chapter in my
my life .
life as I prepare to go to The College of Transfiguration.
Thank you for your love and support.
I am looking forward to spending time with
Please continue to pray for me, as I will be prayother Anglicans embracing our diversity, and
ing for you.
deepening my spiritual discernment and formation journey.
- Abigail Hopley

“Teach us to number our days so we can have a wise heart.”

Psalm 90:12
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Archbishop Thabo’s Christmas sermon 2020
The text of the sermon preached
by Archbishop Thabo Makgoba
at a Christmas Eve Mass at the
Cathedral Church of St George
the Martyr. The Archbishop began
by thanking the Dean, staff and members of the Cathedral congregation for their faithful service during
the pandemic. He continued:

new birth, then it is being born out of the vortex of disruption, amidst the cries and demands of the marginalised, the poor, the exploited, victims, survivors and
the forgotten. It is in responding to their cries that we
begin to sense the flicker of new life, the first stirrings of
Christmas. God is asking us to find God in places that
we would not normally consider.
Those of you who know me, know that I am one who
is “hopelessly hopeful”. My hope is rooted not only in
the knowledge of God’s goodness but in the expression
of that fundamental goodness in the lives of people,
as evidenced in the random acts of kindness we share
and often experience. But mostly I experience hope in
what I see as an unchallengeable, undeniable, indisputable and glorious South African resilience.

Let me begin bluntly by saying that 2020 has been a
lousy, unspeakable year for too many South Africans,
and this Christmas – coming during a time of such
intense suffering across the world – is not the Christmas we would have asked for. But it is the Christmas
we have been given, and I invite you to reflect on the
observation that it is probably the Christmas in our
lifetimes which has the strongest resonance with the
first Christmas.
Viewed from any angle, the Christmas narrative is one
of dislocation and marginalisation. A young couple is
forced to make an arduous journey to a place far from
their home to comply with a political injunction. They
face the shortage of suitable accommodation that is
all too common for many young couples, especially
those on the move. They are forced into appalling living conditions, shared with animals. And the birth of
the Christ child, this strange and unprecedented but
beautiful intervention of God in making all things new,
is recognised, not by the powerful institutions in Jerusalem but by the most marginal of people, shepherds
who were not regarded as ritually ‘clean’ enough to
worship in the Temple.
The entire Christmas tableau is crowded with marginal people, all of whom moved, were displaced from
their everyday situations, from their comfort zones to
be unsettled by the reality of where God was at work.
This is the back story of Bethlehem. It’s extraordinary,
the angels left the heavens, Mary and Joseph left
Nazareth, the shepherds left their flocks and the caves
where they lived, and the Magi, strangers, unknown
people from unfamiliar territory, left the East. Every
one of them is embedded in a narrative of dislocation.
There is a disruption in everyone’s routine, in their expectations and their securities.
So, amid the dislocation and disruption we have gone
through, how do we balance the joy of Christmas with
the trauma of the past year, surely one of the most
traumatic we have experienced since 1994.
Let us step back and reflect first not on what has happened, but more importantly, ask: what did we learn
about ourselves during this calamitous year that
could make 2021 better? For myself, my engagements
with communities and homes across Southern Africa,
whether on Zoom or during the limited travel I was able
to do, exposed me not only to the pain and suffering of
others, but gave me something I have long prayed for
but which I have only genuinely begun experiencing in
the last three to six months, which is more resilience in
the face of adversity than I had before. I dare say that
this has been true for many of you, and for our society
as a whole, enabling us, yes, to bend in the face of the
pandemic, but not to break.
In this past year, my mind and heart have been flooded
with the lives, hardships, challenges and resilience of
everyone I have encountered: of South Africans I think
of, cry with and pray for every day; and especially of
fellow South Africans whose names and faces I will

Proverbs 23:18

never forget, namely those who died without saying
goodbye to their loved ones, those whose families are
going hungry, those with struggles beyond their usual
challenges; and those young Africans who have lost
trust in the capacity of our society to provide equality
of opportunity because they can’t find work.
The story of the pandemic is the story of illness, with
nearly a million cases and more than 25,000 deaths
in South Africa alone. It is the story of more than three
million people plunged into unemployment in a country already riddled with unemployment. It is the story
of an additional 1,4-million people furloughed, nearly
40 percent of whom never got their jobs back. It is a
story in which those least likely to get their jobs back
were black Africans. It is the story of middle-class families unexpectedly losing their traditional sense of security and of new levels of poverty for the already poor.
Perhaps most criminally of all, the story of the pandemic is one of corrupt people stealing shamelessly
from resources which are meant to benefit the poor.
But, beautifully, the story of the pandemic is also one
of self-sacrifice and dedicated service to others.
It is one of nurses, doctors and other health workers
working long hours, exposing themselves at great risk,
to treat those who are ill. It is the story of those who,
beyond the call of duty, sit with the dying when their
families cannot be at their bedsides. It is the health scientists and civil servants who work around the clock
to protect us and find new ways of fighting the virus.
It’s those who attend to the long lines of people coming to fetch their social grants. And it’s the thousands
of people who pack food parcels for those without, or
sacrificially donate from the little they have to support
others. In every corner of the country, people who are
different in many ways have found solidarity in the
search for the common good, motivated by noble ideals. People on the frontlines, people keeping us fed and
clean, people protecting us in the streets, all showed
great courage, solidarity and generosity of spirit, giving us an inkling of what social cohesion might look
like in the days to come.
It is resilience which has empowered the best of our
responses to the pandemic. Resilience enables us to
respond to those challenging moments in life that can
be ripe for change, innovation and transformational
creativeness.
Thus it is that the crisis of the pandemic reveals to us
that God is present in the very dislocation it spawns.
It is precisely where God is at home. If Christmas is the

“There is surely a future hope for you, and your hope will not be cut off.”

And if we look at a wider canvas, we see in sub-Saharan Africa hundreds of thousands of refugees and
migrants fleeing conflict, poverty, hunger, climate
change and lack of opportunity. These tragedies may
seem distant, part of the drum-beat of daily news that,
sadly, fails to move us to change our priorities. But like
the Covid-19 crisis, they affect the whole of humanity.
During these times, I find an emotional oasis in Scripture, in the weekday reflections that I have been doing
online in recent months, and in the lessons from my
grandparents and parents, whose lives were filled with
daily struggle, lives characterised by self-sacrifice, lives
well lived by harnessing an unbreakable resilience.
If we are to come out of this crisis less selfish than when
we went in, we must let ourselves be touched by others’
pain. The pandemic has forced us to strip away many
of the additions we have added on to Christmas. There
is less money to spend, there are restrictions on social
gatherings and we are being discouraged from travel.
Finally, as a society we must seize the moment to rethink our priorities, to reconsider what we value and
what we want to achieve. We need to think big, and
commit to act on our dreams in our daily lives. We have
already seen the benefit of thinking big, in the remarkably rapid development of Covid-19 vaccines. Now it is
our moral duty to share our vaccine know-how in the
world and to ensure that the vaccines must be for the
public good and not for profit.
Covid-19 has shown us that Christmas is either about
Emmanuel – God with us – or it’s about nothing. Archbishop Desmond used to tell the story of the Jewish
concentration camp prisoner who was sent to work in
the pit toilets. When a Nazi guard looked down into the
pit and taunted him, “Where is your God now,” the prisoner replied quietly, “He is here with me in the muck.”
God is with us in our fears about the future, with us in
our uncertainties and vulnerabilities, with us in our disappointments, with us in our pain and mourning. God
is with us as we patiently wait for answers to questions
that loom impossibly large at this time; God is with us
as we say with St Theresa of Avila, “even this will pass”;
God is with us because that is the nature of God.
From my family to yours, Merry Christmas. May God
bless you, your family and South Africa. Most importantly, remember: God loves you, and so do I.
God bless you.
†† Thabo Cape Town
This is an edited copy, to read the full text archbishop.anglicanchurchsa.org
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Love Gift / Voluntary Diocesan Assessment increase
A memorandum was sent to all diocesan rectors and churchwardens of
the diocese at the end of November 2020.
The Diocesan Standing Committee (DSC) held a zoom meeting on
21st November 2020, to discuss and approve amongst other items, the
budget for 2021, presented by the Chairperson of the Diocesan Finance
Committee, Mr Cameron Benjamin. He reflected on the current financial, and hardship due to the lockdown and the coronavirus effects on
the financial position of individual parishes. He specifically highlighted
the impact on the financial position of the diocese and projected an
anticipated loss of R939 172 in parish assessments and R1 057 376 in
the diocesan assessments at the end of December 2020.
To sustain the diocese and balance the cash flow shortfall, caused by
unpaid accounts in the current year, R1million was requested from the
Diocesan Trusts Board (DTB) and a further R2.5 million would be drawn
from the diocesan investment account, if the situation worsens.
Parishes outstanding amounts comprise the income budgeted for in
2020. It is therefore, regrettable that neither of these parish nor diocesan assessments arrears can be written off and will have to be paid over
a period of time, as nor when the financial position of the affected parishes improve. Unfortunately, this situation has resulted in the budget
for 2021 reflecting a deficit of R303 729.
Noting that 2020 has been a difficult financial year, due to the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic, DSC commended the Diocesan Finance Committee on the work done towards presenting the budget for 2021.

The reserve funds which have been accumulated is the result of both
the parishes being committed in maintaining their assessments, as well
as prudent management of the diocesan finances by the administration and Finance Committee. The measures outlined earlier to balance
our books and to sustain us financially into the immediate future will
mean that we will be tapping into our reserves as intimated above. We
are sharing all for mutual accountability and to ask for your generosity
in helping us stay afloat.
Accordingly the Archbishop tabled a proposal at this DSC, respectfully
encouraging parishes of the diocese to consider making a special Love
Gift towards the 2020 deficit and beyond as we navigate the impact of
the coronavirus and help move the diocese from maintenance to mission in these coming years.
Such love gift contributions should kindly be transferred into the diocesan account on or before 31st December 2020. An alternative option
to consider would be a voluntary increase in your Diocesan Assessment
for 2021 towards meeting the budgeted deficit for 2021 and can be a
regular budgeted gift as and when the Holy Spirit moves you. DSC recognises that this request will not be within the financial reach of all our
parishes and therefore encourages those who do have the resources to
prayerfully consider responding positively to this request.
Following a discussion, the Diocesan Standing Committee agreed to
endorse the proposal made by Archbishop Thabo.
- Canon Charleen van Rooyen
Diocesan Administrator and Provincial Honorary Canon

Diocesan Synod: Synod is scheduled for 22nd-24th July 2021
Interfaith Pilgrimage from page 5
Karen Breytenbach, a
resident of District Six
and member of the District Six Working Committee clarified the situation presently, and the
importance of restitution
and how we can implement it.

Shaik Ismail Keraan
from District Six was full of
hope and inspiration calling for progress, real accountability, recapturing
of thinking, and the value
of educating the youth
positively. Reconciling in
deeds.

Spiwo Xapilea encapsulated what had been said
emphasising the inclusion of all in our communities.

Our legacy should be to
create new dignity, harmony and community of
ubuntu.
Bo Kaap Civic and Rate
Payers Association leader,
and resident Jacky
Poking revealed the
struggles for heritage
protection, resistance to
high rise building invasions in the area.
The Lawaai Committee,
are community campaigners who address local
issues.

The event closed with the
beautiful music of Nic Paton singing “The One. “

Celebrating
success
We celebrate with
Tshiamiso Makwela of St Paul’s
Rondebosch who is a Parish
Councillor, and member of UCT
ANSOC, on being selected as
one of the Inspiring-Fifty South
Africans.
She is a PhD Candidate at UCT and
her research focuses on Astronomy. She is one of the dynamic
leaders driving change through
Science, Technology, Engineering
& Mathematics - STEM!
Let us help celebrate this member
of our church! - Melissa Awu

As illustrated in the invitation, this event was planned by the Pilgrimage committee, together with many partners to
whom we are so grateful.
- Mary Frost

“People plan their path, but the Lord secures their steps.”

Proverbs 16:9
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#BIGFALSEBAYCLEANUP

On the 5th of December 2020, members of the #together4creation
group organised a #bigfalsebaycleanup at five different venues across
the 33 km wide bay; Muizenberg, Mnandi, Macassar, Monwabisi and
Strand.
St Andrew’s Newlands joined the Muizenberg clean up, St Marks Athlone and St Johns Belgravia Road were at the Macassar and Eluvukweni
Church (Crossroads) joined the Monwabisi clean up.
JP Roberts shared that the first commandment given to humans was to
“Work the land the look after it” Gen 2:15. Caring for the oceans is part
of this mandate. Gen 1:20 “Let the waters teem with swarms of living
creatures”.

lution and water safety. On some of the beaches nurdles were found
– these are tiny pieces of plastic that look like eggs and are a huge risk
to marine life.
The #together4creation group was born during Season of Creation,
when young people from different churches joined forces to organise
an online service for ‘the world day of prayer for creation’ on the 1st of
September. They decided to continue working together on an ongoing
basis, inspiring other churches to join them.
Please join the facebook group at #together4creation

This coast does indeed teem with swarms of living creatures. But when
they see small pieces of plastic, they think that it is food and swallow it.
When their stomachs are full of plastic they get no nutrition and so can
die of hunger. God has called us to be keepers of the earth and so, part
of that task, is to stop pieces of plastic from going into the ocean,” said
the Revd Rachel Mash.
Over 200 people took part around the coast from 25 churches; Anglican, Catholic, Methodist, Lutherans, Dutch Reformed Church, Jubilee,
one Spirit, and others. In Khayelitsha we were joined by 10 Cuban doctors and the clean up ended up with a dance festival! The group from
Muizenberg were sent a message from Miss earth (who was in isolation) “remember it is the little things we think that wont cause damage,
that are harmful to sea creatures.”
Other partner organisations took part such as the Ocean Awareness
group and Surf instructors who gave information about marine pol-

We would love to hear from your parish, send articles and photographs to
Rebecca Malambo at malambor@ctdiocese.org.za or call 021 469 3766.

Visit the Diocese of Cape Town’s website: www.ctdiocese.org.za
The Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed by contributors, nor do their views necessarily reflect the policy of this paper
or of the Diocese. Acceptance of advertisements does not necessarily mean endorsement of product or service.

Psalm 20:4

“Let God grant what is in your heart and fulfill all your plans.”

